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HELLO!
I am Amir Alipoor

You can find me at a93.alipoor@gmail.com



What is Minimax?



“A maxminimizing mixed strategy for player i in a 

strategic game (with vNM payoffs) is a mixed 

strategy α𝑖
∗ that solves the problem

𝑚𝑎𝑥
α𝑖

𝑚𝑖𝑛
α−𝑖

𝑈𝑖 (α𝑖, α−𝑖)



Consider The Following Game:

A B C D

UP 100,2 -100,1 0,0 -100,-100

Down -100,-100 100,-49 1,0 100,2



Consider The Following Game:

A B

UP 2,-2 -1,1

Down -1,1 1,-1



Finding Minimax Strategy



“
In a strictly competitive game, If (α1

∗ , α2
∗ ) is a Nash 

equilibrium then α1
∗ is a maxminimizer for player 1, α2

∗ is a
maxminimizer for player 2 , and vice versa



Introduction



Why minimax?

◉ One needs to randomize strategies in order to prevent 
exploitation by one’s opponent. 

◉ In NE terms, no incentive for deviation.



Field Studies

Walker and Wooders
(2001) analyze serve 
choices in Grand Slam 
tennis matches

Hsu et al. (2007) 
find that individual play is 
serially independent. 

Chiappori et al. (2002) 
and Palacios-Huerta 
(2003) 
find similar results with

penalti kicks



Fields

The Studies confirm minimax in 
professional competitions

Field vs Lab

Lab

subjects in laboratory studies 
typically do not play near the 
predictions
of minimax 



The Question

why do controlled laboratory tests of minimax systematically 
provide data far from minimax predictions, whereas less 
controlled tests using field data appear to confirm theory? 



Possible Explanations

◉ tests using field data lack statistical power to reject 
minimax play 

◉ the laboratory has not provided the appropriate 
environment 

◉ Palacios-Huerta and Volij (2007): subjects in laboratory 
experiments do not have uniformly high skill at playing
games with mixed-strategy equilibria 



Two additional pieces of evidence

◉ complementary experimental treatments that pit 
professionals against preprogrammed computers. 

◉ post-experiment questionnaires. 



“professional poker players play no closer to

minimax than students and bridge professionals, and far 

from minimax predictions. This

finding holds when the professionals compete against 

other players, as well as when they

are informed that they are playing against a computer 

preprogrammed to exploit individual

deviations from optimal play.



Evader

Black Red

Black 
Die roll 1or 2

(0,1)
0,1

Red 0,1
Die roll 1or 2

(1,0)

Pursuer

Game 1



Column

Club Heart Spade
Diamon

d

Club 1,0 0,1 0,1 1,0

Heart 0,1 1,0 0,1 1,0

Spade 0,1 0,1 1,0 1,0

Diamon
d 1,0 1,0 1,0 0,1

Row

Game 2



Subject Pools

◉ college students ; 46 students from the University of Arizona 

◉ bridge professionals 

◉ world-class poker players; 130 participants

◉ American professional soccer players; 32 players, Game 2

we find little evidence that real-world experience transfers to 
the lab in these games 



Human vs The Machine

Two Programs:

◉ An optimal one with learning

◉ An exploitable program which chooses actions with 
identical probability



Predictions

Conditional on minimax, we must have:

◉ he aggregate marginal and joint distributions of actions 
should correspond to that predicted by equilibrium play

◉ for each particular pair of players, the marginal and joint 
distribution of actions should correspond to that predicted 
by equilibrium play 

◉ actions should be serially uncorrelated 



Results



THIS IS A SLIDE TITLE







Further Results

◉ Students played red 61 percent of the time; poker players 
only 56 percent 

◉ Most of the deviations take the form of playing red too
infrequently 

◉



Conclusion
Among our professionals what

happens in the field stays in the field. 



Possible Explanations

◉ Players would like to play minimax, but they are unable to 
do so because they cannot solve for the equilibrium.

◉ They do not believe that their opponents will play minimax .

◉ the nature and contextof the constructed situation did not 
induce the professionals to retrieve the relevant cognitive 
tool kit to play optimally. 



THANKS!
Any questions?

You can find me at a93.alipoor@gmail.com


